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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a blind tampering detection
method based on JPEG ghosts [3] capable of detecting tampering when
it is created by splicing regions with diﬀerent compression levels in an image. Given an image, a set of re-compressions of that image is generated
and used to extract a feature vector to train a Support Vector Machine
classiﬁer. We used two diﬀerent datasets in our experiments. The ﬁrst
one, extracted from Columbia Uncompressed Image Splicing Detection,
was used to compare results with other works. Our method outperformed
the previous ones when dealing with small tampered regions and similar
qualities, oﬀering hit rates above 97% (100% in the case of non-tampered
images). With the second dataset, CASIA1 Tampered Image Detection
Evaluation Dataset, our method oﬀered a hit rate of 98.71% when discerning between the original and the spliced image, with just a 0.44% of
non-tampered images wrongly classiﬁed.
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1

Introduction

Modern photo editing software like Adobe Photoshop, GIMP and similar programs allow their users to easily edit digital images, and as a result, image
tampering is a very frequent operation in digital photographies. Being able to
discern between an image that has suﬀered any kind of tampering and the original image is very important in several kind of scenarios, for example images
presented as evidences at courts or images used for data extraction purposes.
There are several kinds of tampering: splicing, compression, scale changes, rotation, etc. In this paper we focus on the detection of a speciﬁc kind of tampering,
the one created by splicing (copying and pasting some regions of an image ’A’
in another image ’B’) when ’A’ and ’B’ have diﬀerent qualities or compression
levels.
Diﬀerent tampering detection methods are covered in the literature. Some
methods, such as [7,13,11], need embedding watermarks on the original images
in order to detect tampering. On the contrary, we are interested in those called
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blind tampering detection. Therefore, we do not have access to the original image
and there is no need of previous image protection using neither watermarks nor
any other preprocessing technique.
In this way, in [1,2,14], tampering is detected through artifacts created by
Color Filter Array or Cromatic Aberration during image creation process in
most digital cameras.
There are other approaches that instead of using the lack of artifacts generated
at image creation to detect tampering, rely on locating common techniques used
during the tampering process, like smoothing [12], diﬀerent resolution levels [3]
or cloned zones over an image [8,10].
Some tampering detection methods, as Kee et al in [6], take into account the
EXIF metadata contained in JPEG headers to extract useful information such
as camera model.
In another way, Invariant Features methods like SIFT or SURF have also been
used in tampering detection [9].
There are also some methods [4] that deal with our speciﬁc problem, blind
splicing detection. It uses a diﬀerent approach detecting double quantization
examining the DCT coeﬃcients. Our proposal is faster, has been tested with
larger datasets and oﬀers higher success rates.
We present a method based on JPEG ghosts by Farid [3] to detect whether an
image has been tampered by splicing or not. See ﬁgure 1 for an example of spliced
image. Furthermore, we trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm in
order to distinguish between this kind of tampered images and original images.
Our proposed feature vector for SVM training is made up by the error variations
between an image and its re-compressions at diﬀerent quality levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 our proposed method
is described. Experiments carried out and results obtained are introduced in
section 3. Finally, the conclusions of our work are presented in section 4.

2

Features Extraction from Error Variation

Following Farid’s proposal introduced in [3], if we convert a block of an image
to frequency space by using a 2D DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), we obtain
a set of coeﬃcients c quantized by an amount q. If we consider the coeﬃcients
c0 quantized by an amount q0 and then we quantize them again with an amount
q1 < q0 we obtain the coeﬃcients c1 . Quantizing the coeﬃcients c1 by q2 provides
c2 . The diﬀerence between c1 and c2 will be minimal when q2 = q1 but in
this case, we will ﬁnd a second minimum when q2 = q0 due to the previous
quantization of the coeﬃcients by q0 . Farid called this second minimum a JPEG
ghost, because it reveals that the coeﬃcients were previously quantized.
As Farid suggested, instead of computing this diﬀerence between the quantized DCT coeﬃcients, we can compute it directly from the pixel values as in
Equation (1).
1
[f (x, y, i) − fq (x, y, i)]2
3 i=1
3

d(x, y, q) =

(1)
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Fig. 1. Left: Original image. Right: Tampered (spliced) image used as example. A
chicken has been pasted on the ground.

where each d(x,y,q) stores the subtraction image (Error Image) between an original image f(x,y,i) on its three ‘i’ RGB channels and ‘x’ and ‘y’ coordinates and
its re-compression fq (x, y, i) at quality ‘q’.
In order to create a feature vector which is similar for images of the same class
while dissimilar between the two classes, we followed the outline shown in Figure
2. We contemplated two classes: tampered and non-tampered images. First, the
original image is re-compressed to diﬀerent qualities from q = 60 to 90 with step
2. Then, the diﬀerences between the original image and its re-compressions are
computed following Equation 1. The result of this process is a set of 16 Error
Images (Figure 3).

Fig. 2. This chart represents the features extraction process. These features make up
the feature vector used for the SVM training.
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Fig. 3. White dots represent diﬀerences between the tampered image (Figure 1 Right)
and its re-compressed image at given quality ‘q’. As it can be observed, the original
image has a quality level about 80 because the Error Image at q=80 shows the lower
quantity of white dots on the background. There is also a central region of white pixels
(where the chicken stands) that keeps being present for all Error Images, meaning that
the central region is not compressed at any of those qualities (from 60 to 90) or presents
a missaligntment with the rest of the image. In any case, we can aﬃrm that our image
has been tampered because there is not a single compressed image at a given quality
similar enough to our image.

It is now when our approach diﬀers from [3]. Farid considered a spatially averaged and normalized diﬀerence measure in order to reduce texture ﬂuctuations
due to the underlying image content. Also in his work, the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) statistic together with a threshold value is employed to
classify the images as tampered or not. On the contrary, we skip the normalization step and prove that our method is both more robust and simpler. Furthermore, our approach ﬁnds a distinctive feature vector from the non-normalized
diﬀerences which will be used to train an automatic and robust SVM algorithm.
Once the Error Images are obtained, the error is quantiﬁed to a numerical
value by summing all the pixel values on each Error Image (Equation 2). This
process results in a set of 16 values, one for each Error Image. Finally, error
variations are computed by obtaining the diﬀerences between two consecutive
quantiﬁed errors. These 15 error variations are actually the features which form
the feature vector used in the SVM classiﬁcation.
err(q) =

width
 height

x=1

(d(x, y, q))

(2)

y=1

For non-tampered images (Figure 4 Left), the error will be decreasing as the
quality of the re-compressed images approaches the quality of the original image.
If exits a re-compressed image at the same quality as the original one, this error
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Fig. 4. Upper graphs represent the error level along the diﬀerent qualities whereas
lower graphs represent the variation of the error between each pair of re-compressed
images at consecutive quality levels. Left: Non-tampered image error graph (Figure 1
Left). Given that the original image is compressed at a quality around 80, the error
of the original image and the re-compressed image with quality equals to 80 falls near
0. Right: Spliced image error graph corresponding to Figure 3. As we can observe,
the error reduces while approaching at quality = 80 (quality of the biggest region of
the image) but not reaching zero, due to the presence of some error pixels introduced
by the spliced region from a diﬀerent quality or misalignment. We can observe that
the error decreases again while approaching at quality 90, this is probably because at
highest qualities an image is practically unaltered by compression.

will drop to zero. When the image has been tampered by splicing a region from
an image with a diﬀerent quality (Figure 4 Right), the error will be never close
to zero at any given quality ’q’ since there are regions on the image compressed
at a quality diﬀerent than ’q’ or misaligned that will contribute to the error.
Moreover, this error will decrease slower than in the case of non-tampered images
due to the lack of an exact matching, hence the variation of the error is smoother.
We could have just used the error values to extract the features for the SVM
training, but instead we chose the error variations since it informs about how
quick the compressed images approach to the most similar one to the original.
Given that most of the images are compressed at high qualities, most of error
graphs, originals or tampered (Figure 4), will start with a high error value at
lower qualities which will be decreasing at higher qualities.
Here we present another example. On the one hand, let us suppose that
we have an image called ‘A’ compressed at quality 82. If we obtain its recompressions at qualities from 60 to 90 with step 2, there will be an image
(named ‘AQ82’) that will be exactly equal to Image ‘A’. Hence the diﬀerence
between ‘A’ and ‘AQ82’ will be zero and the error curve will reach value zero at
that point. On the other hand, assume we have an image called ‘C’ composed by
two regions. One from image ‘A’ at quality 82 and the other one from an image
‘B’ compressed at quality 68. If we obtain the re-compressions of ‘C’ from 60 to
90 with step 2, there will no be re-compressed images exactly equal to ‘C’ so the
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error curve will never be equal to zero. However, errors of image ‘C’ with respect
to image ‘CQ82’ and image ‘CQ68’ will be small (local minimum). Moreover,
error between ‘C’ and ‘CQ82’ (respectively with ‘C’ and ‘CQ68’) will be smaller
when larger regions of image B are considered.

3

Experiments and Results

To validate our proposal, two experiments were carried out.
The ﬁrst one was aimed to compare results with Farid’s method [3]. We used
183 untampered images from Columbia Uncompressed Image Splicing Detection
Dataset [5]. We created the dataset following the process detailed in Farid’s work
in order to make our comparison as accurate as possible. First, our images were
resized to 512 × 384 pixels and saved with a quality of 90 and for each one, a
squared region of 50 × 50, 100 × 100, 150 × 150 and 200 × 200 pixels was extracted
and saved with diﬀerent qualities of 65, 70, 75, 80 and 85. Then, these patches
were reinserted into its original image resulting into a set of 2940 tampered
images with diﬀerent tampered region sizes and qualities. SVM was trained
using our proposed feature vectors and results were measured using k-fold crossvalidation (Randomly distributing our dataset into k = 10 disjoint subsets, using
9 of them for training and the remaining one for testing. Repeating this process
10 times, selecting a diﬀerent testing subset each time). Results, presented in
table 1, show that our method is robust to region size and diﬀerences of quality.
It is worth to mention that an error rate of 0.00% was achieved when classifying
non-spliced images using this dataset. Farid’s results are shown in the right side
of the table for comparison purposes. His proposal oﬀers better performance
when the quality diﬀerence between the tampered region and the rest of the
image is large, but is really poor when dealing with small regions or regions
with similar quality levels. Our proposal greatly outperforms Farid’s at those
situations.
For our second experiment we used CASIA1 Tampered Image Detection
Evaluation Dataset leading to a more general test. 700 non-tampered and 700
tampered images were used from this dataset. Tampered images were created
Table 1. Left: Hit rates yielded by our proposal. Right: Hit rates from Farid’s work
using a similar dataset. Several pasted region sizes and quality diﬀerences between the
original images and the pasted regions ranging from 5 to 25 were considered.
Pasted Quality diﬀerences between the original and the pasted regions
Proposed method
Farid’s method [3]
size
5
10
15
20
25
5
10
15
20
25
(pixels)
200x200
150x150
100x100
50x50

97.6%
97.2%
97.9%
97.3%

97.6%
97.2%
97.3%
97.6%

97.6%
97.3%
97.6%
97.3%

98.3%
98.2%
98.3%
97.6%

97.6%
97.3%
97.9%
97.6%

14.8%
14.1%
12.6%
5.4%

52.6%
48.5%
44.1%
27.9%

88.1%
83.9%
79.5%
58.8%

93.8%
91.9%
91.1%
78.8%

99.9%
99.8%
99.8%
97.7%
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by splicing, copying and pasting regions from one non-tampered image to another. Results were also obtained using k-fold cross-validation (k=10) and Least
Squares SVM method. This test achieved an overall hit rate of 98.71% and just
a 0.44% of non-tampered images were classiﬁed as tampered.

4

Conclusion

We have proposed a method for tampering detection on images containing spliced
regions at diﬀerent qualities. Our proposal obtains a high hit rate (98.71%) and it
is robust against tampered region shape, alignment, size, and quality diﬀerences
which proves its eﬀectiveness in order to automatically detect tampered images.
Two experiments were carried out. The ﬁrst one aimed to compare results with
Farid’s [3] proposal. Our method oﬀers several advantages like invariance against
quality diﬀerences, shape and size of the tampered region. We widened the scope
of the second experiment by using CASIA1 dataset obtaining just a 0.44% of
false positives. This work also provides an automatic detection method using
machine learning with an average computational time of 0.38 seconds for each
image (time was measured on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz, 4GB 1067 MHz
DDR3), including feature extraction and classiﬁcation time. The high precision
obtained detecting non-spliced images (99.56%) makes our proposal very useful
in forensic science scenarios such as courts where it is highly important to know
the veracity of an image.
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